Powerful Type 8139 enhances radar level measurement for challenging hygienic applications
Those facing challenges in measuring fluid levels in hygienic applications should be aware of
Bürkert's new Type 8139 non-contact radar measuring device. Designed to provide highly
accurate, continuous measurement for specialised tanks that contain difficult to measure fluids,
the Type 8139 is optimised to meet the needs of the pharmaceutical, food and beverage and water
industries.
Radar level measurement relies on a signal being emitted, reflected by the medium and then received by
the device's antenna. Differences between the emitted and received signal are then rationalised via
sensors to provide a level reading.
For hygienic applications, this provides the advantage of non-contact level measurement, all important in
minimising contamination. As a result, the Type 8139 is suitable for bioreactors, ultra-pure water storage
tanks, clean agent storage, beer and raw milk tanks, as well as containers for liquid foodstuffs, water
treatment tanks, mixing and equalisation ponds, intake channels and flocculant storage tanks.
What differentiates the Type 8139 from competitive solutions is how it applies its radar signals. Delivering
a radar frequency at 80 GHz with a dynamic range of 120 dB ensures continuous radar measurement of
the medium. Higher frequency translates to short radar wavelengths, improving the accuracy of received
signals. As a result, the Type 8139 delivers a measuring accuracy of +/- 1 mm, regardless of temperature
or pressure in the tank.
Optimised performance
The medium itself can pose difficulties to traditional radar level measurement devices - but not the Type
8139. Media with poor reflective properties (a low dielectric level) can flummox devices with a low dynamic
range. However, the 120 dB range of the Type 8139 radar signal is able to detect even the smallest of
reflections, ensuring accurate measurement of substances with a low dielectric constant.
This is also of great value when measuring through foam, an issue inherent to beer tanks for example. A
higher dynamic range means less radar signal attenuation is caused, ensuring results are still accurate.
Another challenge that the Type 8139 overcomes is the interference by equipment installed in the tank,
such as heating coils and agitators. The 80 GHz frequency allows the device to focus emitted radar
signals within a tighter cone, therefore delivering greater accuracy from received signals, as the tight beam
avoids installed equipment that may otherwise interfere.
A narrower radar beam means more signal returns to the sensor. The high frequency also ensures that the
Type 8139 can emit and receive signals through glass, steam and condensate. This is an advantage for
hygienic end users utilising small, narrow or high tanks.
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The Type 8139 is inherently compact, however its powerful signal enables a measuring range of up to 30
metres. The device offers an IP67 ingress rating as standard and a 4-20 mA output. Furthermore, it can
withstand temperatures up to 150°C, which makes it ideal for steam in place (SIP) processes encountered
in hygienic applications.
Options include a plastic horn antenna, threads with integrated antenna and flanges with encapsulated
antennas to suit different mounting applications. The device is maintenance free, offers easy installation as
well as the exceptional chemical resistance properties that are expected of all hygienic equipment.
Image Caption: 1-2: Bürkert's new Type 8139 non-contact radar measuring device is designed to provide
highly accurate, continuous measurement for specialised tanks that contain difficult to measure fluids.

About BURKERT
Burkert Fluid Control Systems is one of the leading manufacturers of control and measuring systems for
fluids and gases. The products have a wide variety of applications and are used by breweries and
laboratories as well as in medical engineering and space technology. The company employs over 2,500
people and has a comprehensive network of branches in 36 countries world-wide.
The image(s) distributed with this press release may only be used to accompany this copy, and are
subject to copyright. Please contact DMA Europa if you wish to license the image for further use.
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